


What people are saying about …

Throw the First Punch
“The way Beth tells stories and addresses spiritual warfare in a fun and 
approachable manner makes Throw the First Punch a meaningful read. She helps 
us see kingdom truths for their upside-downness—we are more powerful than 
we know and more loved than we can imagine. The idea of punching our enemy 
first? Game changer.”

Bob Goff, New York Times bestselling author of 
Love Does, Everybody Always, and Dream Big

“Like an Olympic-wrestler-turned-coach, Beth Guckenberger offers us not only 
a compelling vision but also hands-on guidance in the critical practices and 
posture, grips and maneuvers of a vibrant spiritual life. I’ve seen firsthand: Beth 
lives what she teaches. This is no abstract treatise. It is a field guide for a life of 
holy combat.”

Jedd Medefind, president of Christian 
Alliance for Orphans

“For the believer in Jesus who wants wisdom for standing strong (and long) in 
the battle, this is for you. Beth comes alongside the reader in truthful love to 
equip you to endure and go on the offensive. Through its engaging stories, deep 
exploration of Scripture, and practical applications, this book will equip you to 
throw the first punch!”

Michayla White, executive director of INCM

“Think of Throw the First Punch as a tactical manual for warriors of faith who 
want to take more ground for Jesus Christ, push back darkness, and be very 
effective instruments for the destruction of evil. Lock in on the truth Beth shares, 
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and the Enemy will certainly be on alarm every day because of the damage you 
will do to his schemes.”

Steve Biondo, president of the Tim Tebow Foundation

“I have always appreciated Beth’s spiritually aggressive posture. Her personal 
history of making bold, loving moves is an inspiring model for us all to follow. 
Throw the First Punch is raw and real, sharing Beth’s cautionary tales and personal 
victories. We need more practical battle plans like this. Highly recommend!”

Brian Tome, founding and senior 
pastor of Crossroads Church

“I absolutely love Beth’s passion for Jesus, for the gospel, and for people. This 
book is a great weapon in our spiritual arsenal to help us live and love like Jesus. 
Beth teaches us how to battle the Enemy in a biblical way that is wise, honest, 
and fully practical.”

Matt Massey, lead pastor of 
Vineyard Community Church

“Beth reminds us that we must live present lives and always be spiritually aware. 
The old saying ‘the best offense is a great defense’ truly seems accurate, as Beth 
helps the reader understand the posture and position Christ followers need to 
take to successfully combat the lies of the Enemy.”

Greg Lucid, president of Lucid Artist

“Your soul needs this book. You will be drawn closer to Jesus. You will be 
empowered and equipped to live boldly and victoriously. Beth vividly illustrates 
Christ within us is more powerful than the evil around us. One of the best books 
I’ve ever read.”

Andy Lehman, vice president of Lifesong for Orphans
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“Throw the First Punch makes it clear that God has empowered and equipped 
us to declare war on and defeat the Enemy. As an anointed storyteller, Beth 
Guckenberger brings biblical truth to life as one who has experienced the 
victory that only comes from following and living for Jesus. Transparent and 
powerful—it’s the call for all of us to suit up!”

Tami Heim, president and CEO of 
Christian Leadership Alliance

“The rules of warfare are to know your enemy and to gather all intelligence 
on his nature. Beth has done both. This is not a ‘demon behind every bush’ 
book. It is truth, reality, and warnings of the Enemy of our soul: Satan. With 
sound biblical teaching and real life stories, this book equips us with weapons of 
spiritual warfare that embolden us to walk wisely and boldly in faith. We need 
this insight and practical instruction.”

Jerry White, PhD, international president emeritus of 
The Navigators, Major General, US Air Force (ret.)

“Many Christian and self-help books address common causes of struggles, 
including causes that are emotional or psychological, physical or medical, 
social or political. Beth has unveiled an added spiritual dimension that is often 
neglected, by writing with candor and vulnerability about the ageless struggle 
between good and evil. She provides refreshing insights into how ‘working 
within God’s power, we can learn to use God’s [spiritual] tools’ as effective help 
along the way—including praise, prayer, and Scripture.”

Susan Hillis, PhD, speaker, writer, 
scientist, adoptive mother of 11

“Throw the First Punch provides a critical reminder that there will always be 
another battle in life and that we need to be ready and equipped for the fight. 
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Beth provides great insight and practical advice on how to lace up your gloves 
and let God’s light and power land the punch that assures the victory.”

Edward Martin, Chief Omniwin 
Officer of 5thelement.group

“In a season when the conditions of this world press on our exhaustion button, 
we wonder, is it time to just give up? This book will ground you, refresh you, 
and empower you. Beth cleverly exposes the schemes of the Enemy and equips 
readers with the hope that they are more than conquerors in Jesus. I encourage 
everyone to let this book be a powerful reminder of how to thrive again, find 
peace again, and hope again.”

Lori Bethran, senior director of children’s 
ministries at Lakewood Church, Houston, TX
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To Todd: You are the best kingdom warrior I know.
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“He trains my hands for war.”
Psalm 144:1
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About the Author
Beth Guckenberger is a sought-after speaker and lifelong missionary who 
communicates on stage, radio, film, and in print how God works in her life. 
She and her husband, Todd, lead Back2Back Ministries, an international 
orphan-care organization where staff work relentlessly to find creative solu-
tions to the challenges facing vulnerable children and their families. They 
lived in Monterrey, Mexico, for fifteen years and now reside in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, where Back2Back Ministries has its US office.

Beth and Todd are the parents of eleven children, a family they’ve formed 
of biological, foster, and adoptive children. Beth has written ten books and 
speaks extensively about her experiences as a mother, nonprofit leader, and 
student of God’s Word. 

Beth’s best days end with meaningful conversation, fresh air, and a good 
meal. Lately her favorite quote is “Be the kind of woman that when your feet 
hit the floor each morning, the Devil says, ‘Oh crap! She’s up!’”
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Don’t lose momentum. Pick up the 21‑day guided 
journal Punch First so you can take the next 
step once you’re finished reading this book. 

(Find a sample of the journal in the “What’s Next?” 
section in the back of this book.)
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Preface
A few years ago, I agreed to speak for two consecutive weekends at a church 
on the topic of spiritual warfare. At the time, a friend of mine was going 
through a difficult situation and I was seeing firsthand how the Enemy circles 
around the wounded. Prior to my visit, the leadership called to tell me that 
one of the services was on “Family Sunday” and children would be included 
in the service. “You can still cover the same topic—just keep it PG,” they 
requested.

I decided to share openly with these young families in an attempt to 
de-caricaturize Satan. We talked about how the Enemy loves the dark and 
the way he stokes our feelings of fear or anxiety at night. He doesn’t drip in 
blood and carry a pitchfork. He doesn’t just live on porn sites and in faraway 
countries. We talked about conflict and how Satan is a third party present 
in every struggle. He actively tries to destroy me and all that’s true. I needed 
to learn to look for him and call him out when he was using me to further 
his agenda. I told them I was tired of the teaching that said to put on your 
spiritual armor and get ready for when he comes at you. Instead, I wanted to 
play offense and not defense. I asked, why can’t we learn to punch him first? 

I wasn’t sure how my message would be received. The biggest shock com-
ing out of those weeks was the congregation’s response. Men and women 
came up to me and sent me messages asking how they could protect their 
families and themselves. They brought up powerful questions about how to 
be aware of the Devil and effectively fight against him. People were hungry 
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18 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

for straight talk about spiritual warfare and its implications for our mar-
riages, families, children, and friendships. 

Problems come at us every day in the form of broken relationships, dis-
appointments at work, challenges with physical health, and spiritual attacks. 
Heaviness and grief can settle over small things as well as large losses. It can 
be tempting to think it will all be better when our circumstances change. But 
the Bible tells us there will always be another battle. In 2 Samuel 21, David 
and his men were constantly confronted with yet “another battle,” and so too 
will we. Instead of fearing or attempting to avoid the battle, though, we need 
to be prepared for it and face it head-on.

Initially, it intimidated me to write down my stories and thoughts on 
this subject; I thought for sure it would be like waving a red flag in front of 
a bull. However, I once interviewed author Anne Lamott, and when I asked 
her what writing advice she had for me, she said to write something “you 
would be delighted to stumble upon.” I couldn’t shake the sense that I would 
be delighted for someone to vulnerably share how sometimes the Enemy had 
won in their lives, but other times he had taken a black eye. What was the 
difference? What was the fallout? Could someone stop pretending and just be 
plainspoken about a topic we typically either exaggerate or avoid? 

I began asking a single question before every date night with my hus-
band, every meeting at work, every parenting challenge, and every difficult 
friendship conversation. The answers to this question enabled me to draw up 
a spiritual-combat plan in each situation. The question: If I were the Enemy, 
what would I want to happen here?

I saw patterns in the answers, and the reassuring thing is that these 
patterns are old stories. This is a battle we’ve already won! He isn’t all that 
creative or clever; he’s been doing the same things over and over again. We 
can anticipate his moves and make choices to block his success. We don’t 
need to cower or shudder. God is undefeated. He has never lost, He never 
will, and He wants us on His team! 
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PREFaCE 19

When I know the Enemy’s plan, what’s the next step? What does that 
look like? When I feel any number of hard or big feelings, how can I prac-
tically activate spiritual strength and not just hold ground, but take some 
of it back? Those unfiltered experiences and conversations with family and 
friends—and the answers we processed together—are in the coming chap-
ters. Let’s learn to throw the first punch!
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Introduction
While I was serving as a missionary in Mexico, our ministry campus was 
hosting a large youth group for spring break. One night, the worship and 
sharing were going late with students spontaneously confessing their sin and 
singing. The younger youth pastor asked if I would stay up with him so we 
could respond to the students together. God was doing something we didn’t 
see every night, and neither of us wanted it to stop. I took a break from being 
up front and stood with one of our interns in the back of the large, outdoor, 
thatched-roof structure. We swayed to the music, both caught up in it all, 
feeling joyful and peaceful. 

I closed my eyes, and when I opened them a moment later, I caught a 
glimpse of a young high school couple slipping out the back, hand in hand. 
They were walking toward a gate that connected to a new piece of property 
we were renovating and, therefore, was considered dangerous and off-limits. 
In the middle of the property sat the eyesore of an abandoned warehouse we 
would eventually tear down, but for the time being it was keeping building 
materials out of the elements. (Neighbors told us terrible stories of how in 
the past, the police had used it for off-site and off-the-books interrogations. I 
never knew exactly what to believe, but when we later excavated the land, we 
found plenty of evidence of prior shady activity.) 

Ever since we purchased the land, we encountered unexplainable setbacks 
and frequently heard strange sounds coming from that area. My husband, 
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24 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

Todd, said the noises reminded him of the shrieking monkeys from The 
Wizard of Oz. Machinery broke down, permits were delayed, and workers 
got hurt. You could almost stand with one leg on our current campus and 
one leg over there, bobbing back and forth, and feel the difference between 
darkness and light. We joked about it in the beginning, then it stopped being 
funny. We were building foster homes for families to care for orphaned and 
vulnerable teenagers, and we knew one day the land would be full of light. 
But to be honest, at this point, it just felt dark, like it had some leftover 
shadows we still needed to dispel. 

I said to Kim, the intern standing beside me, “I don’t even like going 
over there in the daytime, let alone at night, but we need to shoo them back 
over here. My guess is the two lovebirds are looking for a moment of privacy. 
Will you come with me?” She hesitated long enough that I knew she was 
thinking about the boogeyman as much as I was, but she eventually nodded, 
then we slipped out the back and through the makeshift gate. I grew up 
pretty theologically conservative, so while I had experienced spiritual gifts 
and spiritual warfare, it was still fuzzy to me exactly what Satan could do and 
where he could do it. As we headed out into the dark, I hoped my memorized 
verse “Greater is he that is in you than he that is in the world” (1 John 4:4 
ASV) would be enough to protect me.

There was no power on that side of the property, and it took a minute for 
our eyes to adjust. I walked toward the bodega, the abandoned warehouse, 
which had an opening on each side large enough to drive a truck through. I 
stood on one end and scanned the dark corners, using the moonlight to look 
for the couple’s outlines. I could see lumber stacked to one side and cement 
bags lining the walls. The building was more than two stories tall and, even 
though well swept, seemed dirty inside to me. 

Then I saw something. I didn’t know what I was looking at; it definitely 
wasn’t the teens we were on the hunt for. It was tall—much taller than me—
maybe nine feet high. It was lit, as if glowing, and my first thought was 
it looked like an angel. It had wings and was getting brighter the longer I 
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INTROdUCTION 25

looked at it. My hand flew to my mouth, and without thinking, I said loudly, 
“Oh. My. Jesus!” I wasn’t taking the Lord’s name in vain; I was simply calling 
out for Him, or to Him. As soon as I said “Jesus,” “it” got down on all fours 
and scrambled out of sight, moving as I imagined a gargoyle might. A shiver 
ran up my spine and I knew whatever it was, it wasn’t good. 

I immediately turned and ran as fast as I could, forgetting about the 
couple, the intern, and the worshipping teenagers. When I got to my house, 
I slammed shut the heavy metal front door behind me as I took the stairs 
two at a time. Bursting into our bedroom, I lunged for the bed where Todd 
was already asleep. I practically screamed at him to wake up: “I just saw a 
demon. Holy crap. It looked like light. Oh my gosh. Oh my Jesus.” I was 
shaking, babbling, crying, and simultaneously picking up the phone to call 
my mother in Ohio as if she were 911. 

Todd, now completely awake, sprang to his feet, ready for action. “Who 
are you calling? Where is it?” Of the fight, flight, or freeze options, he’s 
definitely a fighter.

“I’m calling my mom. I have to ask her. She’ll know. She’ll know if it’s 
real. She’s read her Bible front to back and back to front …” I wasn’t even 
making sense as I rambled to Todd. 

It was after midnight, but she answered on the first ring. You do that 
when the phone rings at that hour. “Mom!” I started in on her without a 
greeting. “Mom, can we see angels? Can people see angels? Or more like 
demons? Can people see into the spiritual realm?!” I burst into fresh tears. 

She quietly asked me questions about what I had seen and, after listening 
to me recount the whole story, said, “Yes, if that’s what you saw, then I would 
say yes. God gave you the ability in that moment to see what we know has 
always been there.” She would later send me Job 4:15, “A spirit glided past my 
face, and the hair on my body stood on end.” 

The next day, I couldn’t talk about it. I managed only to check in and 
confirm that the couple had returned at some point. When the intern who 
accompanied me wanted to process what she had seen as well, I acted like I 
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26 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

didn’t know what she meant. It would be days before I could speak about it, 
and even then, only with a few close friends. 

I had seen something I couldn’t deny, and I now had two choices: step up 
and get my questions answered or step down and bury my head. Was I willing 
to learn more about what I had seen? I started with what I believed was true. I 
knew the Devil was real because I read my Bible. He had fallen angels called 
demons in his army. Because of how it had moved and responded to the name 
of Jesus, I didn’t think it was an angel. I knew evil was real because I had faced 
temptation and felt darkness before. But I still had plenty of gaps to fill in. 

Even with all the verses in the Bible, the subject of Satan and his spiri-
tual warfare can be hard to put our theological fingers on. How can we, as 
Christians, become more fluent in this topic? What is the Enemy’s role in our 
lives? How much access does he have to us? How much power do I have over 
him? The Bible says God came to destroy the Devil’s work, so what exactly 
is he working on then? 

The questions kept coming: How can we learn about the Devil without 
giving him undue attention? Can we grow discernment like a muscle, work-
ing it out until this muscle is strong enough to carry us through whatever 
situation we find ourselves in? If we learn his patterns, can we possibly pre-
dict him? And then, working within God’s power, can we prevent his plan 
for our ruin instead of just looking to pick up the pieces afterward? Does he 
exploit our sin? Does he create circumstances where our weakness makes us 
vulnerable to sin? Does he push us? How can he be stopped? What does the 
Bible say?

The crazy experience that night activated a journey I’ve been taking in 
my spiritual life ever since. Never again would I turn away from the invisible 
truth surrounding my life: I have an enemy that seeks to harm me but a 
Protector who can equip me for battle. When I read my Bible, I see that God 
wants me to take a more proactive approach; He wants me to face the Enemy 
rather than tuck my tail and run in the other direction. He wants me to learn 
the power of shouting down the Devil with No! 
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INTROdUCTION 27

To illustrate what I’m getting at, we are a sports family; my children 
play all year round. Sports teach discipline and teamwork, and they give 
us all a chance to cheer for others. It’s been fun to watch our hometown in 
Ohio embrace a new professional soccer team, FC Cincinnati. So far, the 
team has seen record-breaking crowds and had amazing success. I went to 
my first game recently and watched a competitor drive the ball down the 
field and take an excellent shot at our goal. People were groaning around me, 
expecting the shot to succeed, when the goalie, Mitch, miraculously saved it 
at the last moment. Spontaneously, a chant arose: “Mitch says no! Mitch says 
no! Mitch says no!” I laughingly joined in with the crowd. The next time the 
other team shot at our goal, I felt prepared, and even eager, as we again gave 
credit to the goalie’s skills. Mitch says no! 

An unseen enemy is present in every conflict—stirring the pot, pok-
ing our bruises, whispering his lies to us. When there is brokenness, defeat, 
shame, and judgment, he is victorious. I am so sick of his success. I am 
staking a claim over my life and my household—not today, not me, not this 
marriage, not this house, not this day, no, no, no! Beth says no. 

I am staking a claim over my 
life and my household.

And wouldn’t it be amazing if people started cheering us on? Mitch says 
no! Beth says no! I have to think every time that goalie hears his name roared 
throughout the stadium, he experiences a rush of adrenaline to stop the ball 
again. What if we said more loudly than normal, when we see the Devil’s 
handiwork, “No. Not today.” What if my refrain was loud enough for you 
to hear and you joined me in that chorus? What if we looked like a tough 
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28 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

opponent to that enemy, instead of an easy target? What skills would I need 
to develop to effectively fight Satan and his attempt to ruin my life?

The secret sauce isn’t really that secret. While we say yes to Jesus, we say 
no to Satan. Yes, Jesus, I believe Your ways are best. I will forever be on this 
journey in pursuit of You. No, Satan, I see your traps and no matter how 
shiny they look, I will walk away. Both an offensive strategy and a defensive 
strategy are needed, and the first step is learning about the opponent: who he 
is, how he works, and where he strikes. 

That night in the bodega wouldn’t be the last time I came close to evil. Now 
that I was on to him, I called out the Enemy in tension-filled rooms and in 
prayer over friends with unexplained illnesses. I had a lot to learn, and I still 
do, but a decade later, I am ready to tell my stories of victory and defeat for 
the purpose of equipping the Church. This topic has often been relegated to 
the fringes of our faith communities, but I don’t understand why. I think 
that’s part of his schtick. He wants us to think he’s way out there, when in 
reality, he’s always nearby. I am sick of having polite conversations about 
“Christian topics” and meanwhile giving up ground to the Enemy without 
ever addressing the war we are in. I want each of us to know his limits and 
our own strengths through Christ.

My hope is for a Church alert to the spiritual battle and unafraid to 
advance against the kingdom of darkness. It has meant allowing God to 
expand my understanding of Him and what He can do, and it has meant los-
ing some innocence in situations in which I would rather stay ignorant. But 
the payoff is huge: kingdom advancement, construction instead of destruc-
tion, strength instead of shame. Ultimately, we can have hope in any storyline 
we find ourselves in, because the story’s ending has already been told. 
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INTROdUCTION 29

Before we start, it may help to know that this book is divided into three 
sections. First we’ll get familiar with what exactly is the spiritual battle. The 
second section, and majority of our time together, will be spent outlining 
the many tricks and tactics Satan uses to partner with our sin nature and 
create chaos. The third section is a final encouragement to understand the 
tools we’ve been given and a reminder to use them regularly. The more we 
understand what’s happening around us, the more in step with the Spirit we 
become. 

Along the way, I’ll be introducing you to dozens of Hebrew words. I 
share them because they have become part of my offensive strategy—new 
understanding has led me to new boldness. God isn’t impressed with my 
head knowledge; there’s no vocabulary test to get into heaven. But He is 
watching how I live differently because of the new insight He’s granted.
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Part I 

Destroying the Devil’s Work
“The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil ’s work .”

1 John 3:8
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33

Chapter 1

He uses the same tricks over and over.
“I  have given you author ity to trample on snakes and scorpions and 

to overcome all  the power of the enemy; nothing will  harm you.” 
Luke 10:19

Once when our family was vacationing in Key West, I decided to splurge on a 
shark excursion. Aboard the boat, I was delighted by the sea air and thrilled to 
see something up close that I had previously only seen on TV. The crew poured 
ripped fish into the water and explained that the blood would draw the sharks 
near to the boat. Immediately, the sharks appeared behind the bow and feasted 
on the fish. We took pictures, fascinated to be near something so dangerous. 
At the time, we were living in Mexico, and my experience with dangerous 
animals was limited to the stray dogs in our neighborhood. I would carry rocks 
in my hand when I went running and preemptively throw them when I felt 
threatened. It made me feel powerful to know I was sending the message don’t 
mess with me, dogs, even if they were already planning on letting me run by. 

Watching the sharks devour the bloody fish, a thought entered my 
mind. This must be what the Smith family feels like. We loved the Smiths, 
who I imagined felt just like those fish. They had experienced an unexpected 
tragedy, and instead of being left alone to heal, things were going from bad 
to worse: a child struggling with the injustice of life and turning to drugs; 
their marriage straining under the pressure and loss; bodies breaking down 
under stress; everything costing time, money, sleep, and margin. They were 
metaphorically bleeding in the water as the sharks continued to circle. 
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34 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

This is how the Enemy works. He is drawn to blood. When he sees a 
body breaking down, he doubles down and attacks the marriage or the mind. 
He doesn’t leave us alone when we are bleeding, off to attack something 
healthy. Instead, he sees a chance for possible total destruction. Injury—
whether physical, relational, emotional, or spiritual—attracts him.

Satan uses the same tricks over and over and over again. There are no 
original stories. He uses sex, money, pride. He uses deceit, selfishness, anxi-
ety. We can read throughout both Testaments stories of everyday people who 
didn’t understand the deception they were under. The combination of our 
own weakness (within), the world (around), and the Devil (nearby) creates 
havoc and derails God’s plans for our lives. If we’ll keep our eyes open for 
Satan, we’ll become more comfortable wading into the dark and turning 
on the light. He is counting on us being scared of the dark, or being afraid 
that in some way another person’s pain is contagious, so we don’t linger. I 
get most tired or discouraged when I think it’s up to me to save someone or 
something. I’ve made this rookie mistake more times than I want to recount. 
I was certain if I didn’t do something, all would be lost. I now know better: 
there is only one shelter to rest under, and there is only one Savior who died 
on a cross. Anything I offer, I do so as His ambassador. He does the prompt-
ing, calling, empowering, rescuing, and saving. 

Anything I offer, I do so 
as His ambassador.

Jesus forgives, directs, comforts. He provides answers, He convicts. 
This is all His job. I can step into a role that isn’t mine far too easily, espe-
cially when someone willingly puts me there. But I won’t do it again; the 
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HE USES THE SamE TRICkS OvER aNd OvER. 35

consequences are grave. Hard stories should draw us to Jesus, not to man. 
We are at our best when we continually reinforce this truth. I can want to 
give someone something or meet a need only God can, but doing so ends up 
making the story messier. Whether I am frustrated with a chapter of a story 
I’m invested in or unhappy with the timing of something, I have no choice 
but to rest in the truth that He is sovereign. It’s the evidence of a powerful 
faith: trust Him and His timing. If He allowed it, He has a purpose for it. If 
something or someone isn’t moving on our timetable, we can trust God, who 
has a better perspective; He is working on what we cannot see. The peace I 
crave sits on top of this truth: He is in control. 

Witnessing the struggles of our friends the Smiths was the first time I 
remember being weary of putting on my spiritual armor and waiting for the 
Devil to attack, hoping the belt or the helmet was in place. Why did he get 
to go first? What would a counterattack look like? What kind of repellent is 
out there, or what first punch could I throw that would scare the sharks away 
like my rock throwing did for the dogs? 

In the biblical story of Job, we see a blatant attempt to dissuade him of God’s 
faithfulness. Satan attacks various parts of Job’s life, watching for which blow 
will be fatal to his faith. Job stands strong, but there are casualties. In hind-
sight we can read it, cheering Job on, grieving what he’s lost, understanding 
it’s a war and he’s just a pawn in it. But the rivals are unequally matched, and 
ultimately, God wins and Job’s life is restored. Through this old story, we 
learn that although the world God created is good, it’s not always safe. 

Some of the not-perfect-and-unsafe is a result of living in a fallen world. 
We get sick or people die, and it’s not fair. Some suffering is because we 
sin or others sin, and the consequences are destruction, conflict, loss, and 
brokenness. And finally, some of the hard we experience is designed by an 
enemy, our adversary, who is relentlessly on the attack. Knowing this to be 
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36 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

true, could we live a life where we take new spiritual ground, rather than just 
hold him back or fight him off? What if I put on my gloves and throw the 
first punch? What if I become so adept at offensive fighting that God asks me 
to step into the ring and fight for others? 

Have you ever asked yourself, How did it get this bad? The Smiths did. As 
they sat with Todd and me and we reflected on the trajectory of their fall and 
all the people who had been hurt, I muttered to myself, “Damn Devil.” Todd 
looked over at me, half amused, half shocked, and asked what I meant. I 
explained, “I am so mad at the Devil. He saw an opening and dove in. This is 
such an old story, we should have seen it coming.” Their story involved sexual 
sin, which is as old as Genesis. How much more do we need to see or read 
to understand the Devil loves to pervert? What if we asked ourselves before 
temptation, I wonder how the Enemy might try to get in? Then we stand guard 
at that door, and maybe even at each other’s doors. 

There’s no denying Satan wants as much mileage as he can get from a 
sin choice on my part, or a hard situation I find myself in. If I make a poor 
decision and sin, natural consequences occur for that sin. Like the hungry 
shark, when he senses weakness, the Enemy circles around, looking for a 
place to come in. When I’m left bleeding a bit, he comes and feasts on my 
shame or my despair or the rift it puts in my relationships. Ephesians 4:27 
admonishes, “Do not give the devil a foothold,” literally a place where he can 
stand or walk securely. Left unattended, a foothold gives him room to settle 
in and create a stronghold. It’s at this point I end up asking, “How did it get 
this bad?” I want there to be no place the Enemy can hold on to me.

The Devil is a double-downer and leaves a wake of hard stories wherever 
he attacks—people in chaos and in need of God’s peace and intervention. 
However, as strong and dark as the Enemy can appear, Exodus 8:19 teaches 
there is more power in even the “finger of God.” 
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HE USES THE SamE TRICkS OvER aNd OvER. 37

My friend Stephanie was going through a hard season, the kind with no end 
in sight and no easy answers. Not knowing what to do or say, and unable to 
fix anything, I was tempted to avoid her. But as a Christian, I shouldn’t want 
to disconnect from her. I can be in proximity to pain because the Bible tells 
me what to do with it. In the book of Exodus, God instructs Moses to build 
a tabernacle. Basically, the instructions are to make room for God, and He 
will come and fill the space (Ex. 25). 

That’s my opportunity with Steph: make room for God in our conversa-
tions, in her lament, in my listening, and He’ll come. If she needs protection, 
strength, peace … it’s not up to me to give it to her; He’ll do it. My role is 
to come near and hold her hands, and we’ve now created twice the space 
for God to fill. In that space, I can ask the question, “If I were the Enemy, 
what would I want to happen next? What would be victory for him?” Then 
I know where to be looking for the next attack and how I can fight. It feels 
ridiculously good not to be waiting for the shoe to drop, but to counterpunch 
with spiritual weapons. 

I’ve admittedly experienced a steep growth curve while becoming 
involved in hard stories like those of the Smiths and Steph. I tend to wrestle 
with wanting to see something or someone who is broken become unbroken, 
and so I will dedicate energy toward putting him or her back together. I’ll 
expend emotional energy on why or who broke the person or relationship in 
the first place. But God is teaching me we can’t fix what He wants to heal. 
When I try to fix something—or worse yet, someone—I usually cover up or 
distract from what God wants to do in that person or me. When He heals, 
the result is stronger and the impact greater.

The mark of fluency in hard stories is the confidence that God has not 
forgotten the people we are called to love. He doesn’t wring His hands, and 
He doesn’t want us to tap out. His work is a long play. Our culture begs for 
instant gratification, and I can be guilty of thinking, Why isn’t this getting 
easier or the situation improving? However, faith is much like a muscle. The 
more I exercise, the stronger I am. I can be tempted to give up, but people 
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38 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

are always worth the effort and the trials. If God is asking me to engage, 
He’ll strengthen me for the task. And in the way only He can, He’ll use it 
to increase my faith as well. While I am busy with worrying, Will this ever 
get better? What will happen next? Can they handle it?, God is sitting on His 
throne, privy to the whole story and perfect in His timing. That was His 
point in asking Job at the end of the book (Job 38): 

“Where were you when I laid the foundation of the earth?” 
(v. 4 NASB).
“Have you ever in your life commanded the morning?” 
(v. 12 NASB).
“What is the way to the abode of light? And where does 
darkness reside?” (v. 19).
“Can you bring forth the constellations in their seasons?” 
(v. 32).

In response to these questions, Job answered, “Behold, I am insignifi-
cant; what can I say in response to You? I put my hand on my mouth. I have 
spoken once, and I will not reply; or twice, and I will add nothing more” 
(Job 40:3–5 NASB). 

Among the Enemy’s bag of tricks is to hide behind attacks of isolation, 
temptation, and shame. If we don’t see him, don’t believe he exists, or don’t 
understand his tactics, he gets twice the mileage. His pattern is to attack and 
create chaos, and we blame ourselves for it. God never leaves us, and we can 
read lots of Scripture about how His eyes are always on us. However, we can 
try to hide from Him. We can also not call on Him out of shame, when He 
is the very and only Person who can save us. I used to think the goal was to 
outrun the Devil with good choices; just stay on the path, and he can’t touch 
you. But looking back, I realize those messages came from people trying 
to convince me to live well. And while blessings follow obedience, it falsely 
leads me to believe if I just do what I am “supposed” to, evil will leave me 
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HE USES THE SamE TRICkS OvER aNd OvER. 39

alone. That’s first of all not true and, secondly, prevents me from joining God 
in “destroy[ing] the devil’s work” (1 John 3:8). 

If we don’t see the Enemy, don’t believe 
he exists, or don’t understand his 

tactics, he gets twice the mileage.

In the same way that Jesus asks us to partner with Him to advance the 
gospel by putting God’s ways and love on display, we can unintentionally 
partner with the Devil and advance his purposes of division, rebellion, 
shame, etc. However, when we acknowledge the reality of evil, when we stop 
seeing the Devil as a caricature or a cartoon, then we truly understand his 
utter bent on our destruction. “He was a murderer from the beginning, not 
holding to the truth, for there is no truth in him” (John 8:44). 

One night, Todd and I were sitting on the front porch of our home. It had 
been a tough week, and he was leaving the next day for India, where the 
ministry we serve, Back2Back, cares for orphans. It felt like we were being 
attacked—physically, relationally, spiritually, financially—and I didn’t 
want him to leave. I told Todd, “Remember that military campaign in Iraq, 
Operation Shock and Awe? That’s what this feels like. The Devil has decided 
to attack via land, air, and sea.” 

I was almost pouting. “I don’t want you to leave. I know ‘He that is in 
me is greater than he that is in the world,’ but still … it’s more fun to fight 
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40 THROW THE FIRST PUNCH

alongside you.” We talked and prayed, and I eventually capitulated. I knew I 
would be fine and he should fulfill his commitment to travel. 

The next day I looked for a Bible verse I had heard somewhere. All I 
remembered were a few words: “nothing will harm you.” After a quick search, 
I found Luke 10:19, “I have given you authority to trample on snakes and 
scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy; nothing will harm 
you.” I wrote it on a note card and carried it in my pocket all day. I shared it 
with my children and fell asleep with it next to my bed. It takes twenty-four 
hours to travel to India, so I had yet to hear from Todd. 

I woke up the next morning to a text message with an accompanying 
video from Todd. I sat up to watch it and was shocked to see a king cobra 
right outside of the ministry campus. Todd’s text explained that the man in 
the video was a snake catcher. He was demonstrating how he could control 
the snake with a tiny rock in his hands. When he showed it to the snake, it 
slithered back into its bag, as if intimidated by the rock. When he put it out 
of sight, the snake emerged, emboldened and ready to escape. Several times 
he showed how the little pebble controlled the snake’s movement. 

Todd’s text message read, “The little rock is a piece of snake cartilage. 
Apparently they are afraid of it and snake catchers use it to their advantage. I 
was thinking about our week and the snake that seemed loose in our garden. 
The rock we have is the name of Jesus. It seems small, but when pulled out, 
the snake has to go back in the bag, fully controlled.” Todd didn’t know 
that the day before, I had been reading the verse about having authority to 
trample snakes, but God did. He was sending me a powerful message about 
not being afraid and understanding the tools He has put in my hand. 

I still had plenty of questions about these tools: How do I use them? 
When do I use them? Is the Devil behind every disappointment and setback, 
or is some of it just my own sin nature? Can we predict his next move? Can 
we be preemptive and protective, instead of reactive and silent? What are 
his favorite tricks and how might we recognize them? How then can we 
appropriately assign blame to him instead of attacking each other? I have 
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HE USES THE SamE TRICkS OvER aNd OvER. 41

been trying to ask before every meeting, every conversation, every day: What 
is happening here that I cannot see? How might the Enemy want to advance? 
How can I frustrate his plans instead of cooperate with him? 

These are the questions I’ve been exploring as I long to partner with God 
in dismantling the kingdom of darkness. If I am to look like Him, then I 
want to learn how to get good at demolishing the Devil’s work. The answer 
always starts with confession.

“The reason the Son of God appeared was to destroy the devil’s work” 
(1 John 3:8).

What questions do you have about evil or enemy activity?

Are you more spiritually comfortable on defense or offense? Why? 

What tricks has the Enemy used on you (over and over again)? 
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